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News





	16 Oct 14
RNTS Media übernimmt Fyber (SponsorPay)

	 
	12 Oct 14
  .

	 
	11 Sep 13
Click here for the eba51 Containerstudentendorf

	 
	27 Aug 12
The Facebook shop vendor Ondango has secured a six-digit amount in new funds contributed by Andy Goldstein and the british investor Connect Ventures. It is the first time for the London-based VC to invest in Germany. Although no further investments have been announced as yet, Social Commerce is an area of special interest. As far as Ondango is concerned, it wants to rely on the operational expertise and the network of its investors. www.gruenderszene.de/...



	 
	24 Jul 12
BMW i Ventures today announced that it is making a strategic investment in Coulomb Technologies. The investment by BMW supports the development of infrastructure for plug-in electric vehicles. ChargePoint provides the most feature-rich solution for station owners and EV drivers alike, with innovations in software services from mobile applications to vehicle telematics. www.sacbee.com/...

	 
	08 May 12
Electric vehicle charging station manufacturer Coulomb Technologies (www.coulombtech.com) has raised $47.5 million in the fourth funding round, with total funds raised amounting to $80.3 million. Coulomb Technologies boasts 6.000 charging stations in 14 countries in North America, Europe and Australia.

	 
	03 Apr 12
Munich-based venture capital firm Target Partners (www.targetpartners.de), in collaboration with High Tech Gründerfonds (HTGF) and Estag Capital, has taken a financial stake in GameGenetics (www.gamegenetics.com), as part of a series-A financing round. The financial investment is in the seven-digit Euro figure, and will support the Berlin-based aggregator and distributor of free-to-play online games in its planned expansion into the UK and US markets.

	 
	18 Mar 12
Estag Capital has successfully sold their participation in the South African Texforce, a solar systems project planning company, to the Tozzigroup, Italy.

“This is our first exit in South Africa that we achieved after one year holding period,” says Joerg Duske, responsible for business development at Estag. “We have two other investments in South Africa and will further extend our involvement in this emerging market,” says Dr.Horvath, CEO of Estag Capital.

	 
	16 Jan 12
Brainient (www.brainient.com), a UK-based video advertising technology company today announced that it has closed $1.8 million in funding from a collective of strategic investors. The round was led by Prague-based Credo Ventures. Other backers include Atlas Venture (investors in DataXu, AdSafe Media, OwnerIQ) and Estag Capital (investors in RevenueMax, Germany’s leading yield optimization platform). Existing investors Sherry Coutu and 500 Startups also participated in the round. 


The capital will be used to expand the company’s client services and technology teams, by expanding its offices in London and Bucharest and opening a new office in New York.

	 
	20 Dec 11
First German Yield Optimizer RevenueMax brings new Investors on Board


The Hamburg-based online marketing company wins High-Tech Gründerfonds as a new investor. Growth and product development are expected to be increasing in the coming months with the help and the capital of the new partner.




read more



	 
	17 Nov 11
estag Capital invests in the Southafrican coupon provider www.cityslicker.co.za

	 
	10 Aug 11
Media group RTL buys Netzathleten Media for over 20 million Euro 

	 
	13 May 11
estag Capital invests in Texforce.co.za, a South African project developer for solar and wind energy projects

	 
	11 Jan 11
Die estag | Capital AG und weitere Angels investieren in PaperC

	 
	26 Nov 10
Q:CHARGE Europe AG erweitert Aktionärskreis

	 
	03 Nov 10
POPMOG sichert sich Millioneninvestition

	 
	09 Sep 10
Coulomb Announces $15M in Series C Funding

	 
	09 Jun 10
Hasso Plattner Ventures investiert in das Berliner Unternehmen SponsorPay

	 
	17 Feb 10
Match Technologies, ein Fraunhofer Spinn-Off, schließt Finanzierungsrunde erfolgreich ab

	 
	17 Dec 09
POPMOG Weihnachtsfreude: Browsergamesportal POPMOG mit drei frischen Spielen

	 
	07 Dec 09
365 Energy Group erhält den 2009 European Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Emerging Company Award von Frost & Sullivan

	 
	12 Nov 09
POPMOG Browsergamesportal POPMOG tritt G.A.M.E. bei

	 
	06 Nov 09
Kupferwerk unterstützt GameGenetics bei der Plattformentwicklung des Browsergameportals POPMOG

	 
	06 Nov 09
POPMOG bietet Aufbaustrategie-Hit „Die Stämme” an
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estag | Capital AG is a private

investment company based in Berlin.

 

It invests venture capital in young, up-and-coming

companies and concepts, in particular in the areas of

renewable energy / cleantech, Web 2.0 and gaming.

 

With the aid of seed or early-phase financing and 

a network of experts, young entrepreneurs or start-ups 

are supported from their foundation onwards in the 

implementation of their promising business models.

 

estag | Capital AG is a capital provider, financing partner 

and adviser in all forms of entrepreneurial activity.
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Miflora.de is a flower delivery service. The start-up delivers the clients on a regular basis with a premium-flowers. The frequency and number of flowers can be chosen.
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Here  is a German version




estag | Capital AG features a small team of highly-motivated people 

who have extensive experience in their respective areas of competence, 

ideally complementing their activities in investment management.




Seed Financing

For the early stages of a business concept




Business Coaching

In the seed phase, we take on an important mentoring role for the entrepreneur: in the optimizing of the business plan, supporting the entrepreneur in the building-up of the company and in the search for 

further investors.
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The IBB Beteiligungsgesellschaft makes venture capital available to Berlin technology companies and to companies in the creative industries. With its help, entrepreneurs are enabled to develop market- ready products more quickly and successfully launch them on the market.
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estag | Capital AG is the initiator of the company and, as the cooperation partner of Coulomb Technologies /USA is planning with it the construction of the infrastructure for electric automobiles.





estag | Charity: more information here




.
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Dr. Karoly Horwath

CEO

His network in Berlin entrepreneurial circles

has formed the basis of the successful work

of estag | Capital AG since its foundation.

 

 

“We understand entrepreneurs, because we’re entrepreneurs ourselves.”
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Joerg Duske

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

He is the moving force behind everyone in the team. 

His particular strength lies in the recognition of trends and 

the creation of successful business models.
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High-Tech Gründerfonds invests venture capital in young, up-and- coming technology companies. It makes urgently needed starting capital available for the foundation of technology-oriented companies and provides for the necessary supervision and support of management.





888SAM Researches and develops new technological methods for the metallurgical cleaning of silicon. >estag | Capital AG is the initiator of the company.
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The offers of funding of the Munich Business Plan Competition are aimed at those who have a concept for an innovative product or an innovative service and who want to implement this commercially whether - through the founding of a company or through the growth of a small existing company. The area the concept comes from is unimportant. What counts above all is having innovative business concepts with a strong market potential.
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estag | Capital AG is leading the $3.75m A Series financing round of the of Coulomb Technologies Inc, now Charge Point.


“Delivering Electric Fuel to Vehicles Worldwide”

Coulombtech is the world leading manufacturer of electric vehicle charging stations
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Das CyberForum ist mit 750 Mitgliedern eines der größten und erfolgreichsten regionalen Hightech. Unternehmer. Netzwerke in Deutschland. Es bietet Unternehmen der HighTech-Branche ein umfangreiches Informations- und Event-Angebot sowie beste Business  Kontakte. Es bringt Unternehmer und Entscheidungsträger zusammen, ebnet den Weg für Kooperationen und fördert den unternehmerischen Erfahrungsaustausch in der Technologie Region Karlsruhe.
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estag | Capital AG has acquired an interest in the sports-start up and is getting the team around the Olympic medallist Stefan Pfannmöller in shape for the coming year with a six-figure investment.
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estag | Capital AG holds a 100% share in
World Funds GmbH World Funds GmbH owns a variety of residential property.
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Popmog.com is an independent browser game portal for game publisher. Estag  invested in this growing market Segment.
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SponsorPay is the European market leader in the field of virtual currency monetization for online games, social apps, virtual worlds and social networks. The company’s innovative ad-funded payment solution gives online users access to virtual currency or premium features through participation in targeted advertising offers.

Estag was an early Investor in sponsorpay.
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The platform for specialist Science books. Register for free and read ebooks online. The student knowledge portal.

Estag invested in Paperc to support the future.
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With over 12,000 successful iPhone, iPod, iPad and Mac repairs in over 4 years of operation, Ifix is the most experienced 1-stop out-of-warranty Apple repair shop in South Africas booming market.
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Texforce is a leading renewable energy developer for large scale Solar and Wind Farms as ready made projects in South Africa, based in Cape Town
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Timesulin is solving Diabetes challenges with smart technology
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How do you get a valuable technology business off the ground? Visite http://www.seedcamp.com
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MangirKart is the first software-based Prepaid-Payment-Card-Solution for the Web in Turkey.
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The Southafrican coupon provider CitySlicker scours your city for cool deals, exciting adventures, brilliant restaurants and luxuriously pamperlicious treatments and then puts them up for your buying pleasure. We find the best deals, package up the savings and serve them up in to your inbox daily.
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Founded in 2009, Brainient is a company focused on making video ads more effective. Brainient has three products in the wild: BrainAds - the first personalised video retargeting platform in the world, BrainRolls - a simple solution that enables advertisers to create and distribute interactive video ads and BrainStudio - a do-it-yourself interactive video editor that even grandma could use.

Brainient backed by some of the most respected investors in the world and 98% of our customers come back for more every month.
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